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Pizza, high-end dining guru reveals what it takes to stay on top
By BRIE IATAROLA, The Daily Transcript
Friday, October 14, 2005

Walking alongside Sami Ladeki is akin to sharing space with a
local celebrity.

The moment the restaurateur enters the patio of Sammy's Woodfired Pizza on a Monday afternoon, a table of four greet
him. Minutes later a woman walks by, pats his shoulder and exclaims she knew "this guy" before the first Sammy's opened
on Draper Avenue and Pearl Street in La Jolla 16 years ago.

These days the mellow but suave 61-year-old heads the Ladeki Restaurant Group, which he noted employs nearly 800
people and generates approximately $40 million to $45 million in revenue per year. Plus, Sammy's has expanded from one
West Coast gourmet pizza joint into a chain of 15 -- two of which are located in Las Vegas and one in Tempe, Ariz. Ladeki
plans to open at least five more by 2007, according to Hoovers.com.

"There's a lot of growth in Vegas," he said. "And there's a lot of growth in San Diego -- EastLake, San Marcos and
Oceanside. We're looking into those areas."

Along with Sammy's, Ladeki now owns four high-end establishments that specialize in everything from seafood dishes to
steak entrees. His sushi bar, Roppongi, nabbed the 2004 Zaggat Survey award for "One of the Top 5 Restaurants in San
Diego by Popularity," and Roppongi Executive Chef Stephen B. Window was featured in MSNBC's weekly "Today" column
in March. Wine Enthusiast Magazine also dubbed his other seafood venture, Fresh, "One of the Best Wine-Driven
Restaurants of 2004."

Not too shabby for the Lebanese native who began his career as a dishwasher in Germany, where he didn't even speak a
lick of German. Ladeki not only conquered the language barrier, he eventually earned a degree in restaurant management
from a small university outside the city of Munich.

Despite all the Zagat awards, favorable readers' polls and rave reviews that his restaurants continue to reap, Ladeki can't
seem to relax.

"Going out of business scares me," he said. "I'm always fearing failure, or at least thinking about the fear of failure. It keeps
my feet on the ground."

For Ladeki, some of this fear relates to becoming too complacent with the status quo. Though he's been a major player in
San Diego's dining scene for nearly two decades, his voice slightly falters as he describes how smug satisfaction has
destroyed some of his fellow restaurateurs' enterprises.

"I've seen successful restaurants disappear. Management collapses," he said. "One day they think they're great. And then
they're gone."

In Ladeki's mind, "every restaurant is a competitor -- each shares the same gain and loss," and he's not about to let his
small empire crumble. For this reason, he remains a strong presence in his company and encourages change,
occasionally tweaking elements of his restaurants' menus and atmosphere.

"You have to upgrade your product, change it and keep the places fresh and new," he said. "But you also have to make
sure you're consistent."
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The best way to maintain stability, Ladeki says, is to create a system, execute and follow it, and learn to trust it --
something that he acknowledges can pose a surfeit of challenges over a long-term period, especially for restaurateurs who
plan to go mainstream.

"With a big company, you have to set the system that has to be followed. You can't rely on each person to run a restaurant
the way they see fit," he said. "You really have to rely on the system. And that's the most difficult part."

Another challenge is opening up shop in the right location and attracting repeat customers. Ladeki said when he first
introduced Sammy's to La Jolla, Pearl Street was considered a "B" location, so he had to make sure both the food and
ambiance gave diners a reason to return. Initially, he also relied on word-of-mouth advertising to create buzz because
funds for marketing and print publicity were limited.

"(Advertising) is very expensive," he noted. "In order for word-of-mouth to work, you have to have a good product."

Unlike some entrepreneurs, who are reluctant to reveal their secret ingredients for success, Ladeki has no qualms about
offering advice. He suggests sending business cards and postcards to inform people that a new restaurant is opening and
offering gift certificates so they can sample the product.

"You have to know how to write," he said. "And have a lot of money on the side in case that doesn't work."
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